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PHOTO MONTAGES & SLIDE SHOW VIDEOS 

Access Video can turn your pictures into a memorable video 

presentation for events such as weddings, anniversaries, birthday 

parties, and more.  Our productions are not just slide-flipping set to 

music.  We create a powerful presentation unique to your event, with 

custom opening and closing graphics, zooming and panning of images 

as appropriate, and image timing to maximize impact.  Short video clips 

can also be included if desired. 

Timing may vary, but a typical presentation uses about 10 pictures per 

minute, and most run between 10 and 20 minutes or about 100-200 

pictures. 

Our basic package includes: 

 Opening Graphic (text) 

 Section Titles (if desired) every 20-40 pictures 

 “Stock” Background Music (one per section) 

 Panning/Zooming when appropriate  

(usually about ¼ of pictures) 

 Closing Graphic (text) 

 Customized disc and case labeling of “keepsake” quality 

 

Still have questions?  Check out our FAQs page. 

 

PHOTO MONTAGE VIDEO PRICING 

Service Price Additional 

Capture photos from prints $1.25 / picture From Prints 

Format digital photos for import $0.75 / picture From CD or other media* 

Video Editing Time $60.00/labor hour Usually 35 pictures / hour 

Output to VHS Tape $10.00-$15.00 Depending on Length 

DVD authoring and output $20.00-$30.00 Depending on Length 

 

PHOTO MONTAGE VIDEO OPTIONS PRICING 

Option Price Additional Info 

Photo retouch $60.00/labor hour Usually takes <5 min. each 

Add a photo to DVD case label $7.50 One time charge 

Make DVD looping No Charge Repeats indefinitely 

Additional VHS copies $10.00 Maybe less for many copies 

Additional DVD copies $7.50 Maybe less for many copies 

Copy of individual photos on CD $7.50 Initial CD (raw jpegs only) 

Additional photo CD copies $5.00 Maybe less for many copies 
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* IMPORTANT NOTE:  If pictures are provided on digital media, the order of the pictures will be determined by the alphabetical 

ordering of the picture file names in ascending order.  Please be aware that alphabetically 11 comes before 2.  So if you have 

over 100 photos, they should be numbered 001, 002, etc.  Otherwise the computer will sort them as 1, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 

18, 19, 2, 21, 22, etc. 

Pricing Example: You want to create a 10-minute presentation, per Access Video’s basic package, from 100 photo prints, to be 

played in a DVD player, and you want four additional copies to hand out to friends and relatives on DVD.  Pricing would be: 

Photo Captures, 100 @ $1.25 = $125.00 

Video Editing, 3 Hours @ $60.00 = $180.00 

DVD authoring/output, 1 @ $20.00 = $20.00 

Additional DVD copies, 4 @ $7.50 = $30.00 

----------------------------------------------------------------- 

Total Price = $355.00 plus any applicable tax. 

 

In this example, the price would be $50.00 less if the source photos were provided on digital media rather than prints. 
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